Too many backlinks to calendar events get created

Status
● Open

Subject
Too many backlinks to calendar events get created

Version
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Category
- Usability
- Less than 30-minutes fix
- Easy for Newbie Dev

Feature
Calendar
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Resolution status
New

Submitted by
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Rating
★★★★★☆☆☆☆☆☆☆ (1) 🍎

Related-to
- ● Creating calendar events creates doubled entries

Description
When you have backlinks to calendar events enabled, a wiki page that gets linked to from a calendar event that has a repetition rule, the wiki page's backlinks list ALL instances of the calendar event, which can be up to 99 !

At this point of course the real culprit is the inability of Calendar to actually have (and admin) repetition rules. What calendar does in reality is that it creates "n" copies of the event, which is a nuisance.

And due to a bug in calendar, entering an event with a repetition rule is always created twice, so you have to manually delete one after the creation.

Importance
Easy to solve?

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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